PARK CITY, UTAH: The ache had grown too strong to ignore. A knee replacement was on the horizon.

“I knew Father Time had taken its toll,” recalled Tom Rogers, director of golf at Promontory Club, “but, it didn’t make the decision to move forward with surgery any more pleasant.

“My life, like most PGA professionals, is pretty one dimensional. We eat, sleep, and breathe golf. That’s why I found Promontory so attractive. Its Pete Dye and Jack Nicklaus courses offer two completely different tests of golf and its practice facilities—which I consider my office—are best in breed.

“During my rehabilitation, golf was off limits. The twisting and swing weight transfer would hinder my recovery,” said Rogers. “When doctor’s orders encouraged me to increase exercise, I started walking the trails at Promontory. I discovered a whole new world that I truly didn’t appreciate about Promontory Club,” beamed Rogers. “The back trails gave me a fresh perspective on the club’s vast amenities. To be a part of a club of this magnitude is a privilege.”

For more information, visit PromontoryClub.com.

“THE FRONT NINE OF THE DYE COURSE plays through a meadow, then transitions into a box canyon. Visually it looks demanding, but shots tend to feed toward the fairway. The Nicklaus Course is tougher with deep bunkers and abundant wildlife. The bold visuals often make you try to steer the ball. Don’t! Swing through and don’t hold back.” — TOM ROGERS

WHERE FAMILIES GATHER
The Shed (including an outdoor amphitheater) – The Ranch Clubhouse (fitness center, spa, and tennis complex)
Dye Clubhouse (outdoor seating with massive fireplaces) – Kinnikinnick Cabin (kids’ camp with outdoor water slide)
The Equestrian Center (with private stables) – Nicklaus Clubhouse (striking, award-winning architectural design)
The Outfitter’s Cabin (wilderness base camp) – Deer Valley Members Lodge (ski-in/ski-out access)